“From the very beginning the Lord’s Prayer has occupied a place of singular honour in the life of the liturgy of Christian churches. It has been central to the formation of faith in every generation and has been interpreted to the faithful and to their children’s children by numberless teachers and theologians.” Don Saliers

Purpose: TH/SP 5/712 will introduce students to historic and contemporary expositions of the Lord’s Prayer in their liturgical, homiletic, catechetical, devotional, musical, artistic and historical settings. The course is an exercise in the “communion of the saints” as students learn (critically) to pray from and with the saints to God following the model of prayer taught to disciples of Jesus Christ. Particular attention will be paid to how the Lord’s Prayer is both interpreted in light of a context and is light by which a context is interpreted.

Competence Objectives: TH/SP 512 (basic degree M.Div)

In completing this course a student will be able to:

1) Enumerate and understand a range of treatments (liturgical, instructional, homiletic and exegetical) of the Lord’s Prayer in the Christian tradition.
2) Draw on this range of treatments of the Lord’s Prayer for inspiration and guidance in composing prayers for liturgical and devotional settings now.
3) Design a catechetical course that teaches adult learners to pray using the Lord’s Prayer coordinated with contemporary hymns, songs, movies, poems, drama, art and readings or

Design two services of worship in which the liturgy is formed around the theme of the Lord’s Prayer for the people of God in this time and place.
4) Experience a greater depth and width in her/his own life of prayer and in the leadership of corporate prayer to God.

TH/SP 712 (in addition to 1, 2 and 4 – for Th.M students)

5) Appreciate and assess critically a contemporary book on the Lord’s Prayer.
6) Locate and contrast two historical and seminal treatments of the Lord’s Prayer written in the same register (sermon with sermon, catechism with catechism, exegesis with exegesis) in their specific historical/cultural contexts.
7) Recommend specific critical retrievals from classic treatments of the Lord’s Prayer for the faithful and relevant practice of prayer amidst the challenges of our own time.

Format:

This class meets three hours a day for one week. The primary format for the course will be lecture followed by discussion based on questions raised by the student’s reading of course text books.

Expectations/Evaluation:

1) Class attendance, participation and preparation of all required reading before class.
2) Students will write six prayers based on each of the phrases taken up in the course. This is the only assignment required if you are taking the course for 1.5 credit. The phrases you will paraphrase and use to fund your own prayers are:

2.1. Our Father, who art in heaven
2.2. Hallowed be your name
2.3. Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth, as it is in heaven
2.4. Give us this day our daily bread
2.5. Forgive us our debts, as we have forgiven our debtors
2.6. Bring us not to the time of trial, but rescue us from the evil one

Students will write a prayer of no longer than one page, which demonstrates an understanding of the phrase and the ability critically to follow the trajectory of the text in their own prayer. Students ought to identify where and with whom their prayer is offered. Evaluation of this assignment will be based on creative engagement with the particular phrase of the prayer for our times. **Due: August 31, 2016**

3) A final assignment will require that students prepare a course to teach the Lord’s Prayer to a contemporary adult audience. This is required if you are taking the course for 3.0 credits. Students need to offer an exposition of the Lord’s Prayer - the exposition
could be done in the form of a dialogue or catechism or drama. This exposition ought to be coordinated with hymns and songs and prayers and poems and movies/video clips and art that enhance and augment the exposition. OR Students can do the final assignment in the form of two sermons on the Lord’s Prayer with the accompanying liturgy (prayers, hymns, and scriptures readings). Evaluation will be based on clarity and accuracy of exposition, depth of engagement with the Lord’s Prayer and the implied public for whom the assignment is written. In both cases the written material should constitute no more than 5000 words and no less than 4500 words. Due: August 31, 2016.

TH/SP 712 (for Th.M. students)

4) Expectations 1 and 2 above.
5) A final paper (6500 words) that involves a contrast and comparison of two treatments of the Lord’s Prayer that are written in the same form, two sermons, two catechetical treatments, two exegeses of Matthew or Luke. These should be treatments of the Lord’s Prayer not read in the assigned reading. Evaluation will be based on the student’s (a) appreciation of how the context in which the exposition of the Lord’s Prayer is offered influences the treatment, (b) how the treatment of the Lord’s Prayer interprets the context in which it is offered, (c) fairness to the sources and (d) how these treatments function to help enhance and deepen our own practice of prayer to God in this world, at this time.
6) An exposition and review of no less than 7 pages of a contemporary book length exposition of the Lord’s Prayer to be selected in consultation with the instructor. Evaluation will be based on clarity of understanding, cogency of argument and concise evaluation.

Late Policy:

Submission of assignments on time is a part of academic, professional and pastoral competence and a part of every course at VST. All assignments in courses are due on the dates specified in the syllabus for each course. Failure to submit an assignment on time will be noted in the narrative evaluation of an assignment. Repeated failure to submit assignments on time may affect the final grade for the course. Particular faculty members will specify the extent to which repeated late submission of assignments will affect a student’s final grade.

Required Texts/Readings: Pre-read the first book by Barth (Prayer) before the class. All these texts are available through Amazon. Use amazon.com for the Nicholas Ayo text where it is quite a bit cheaper, even with the exchange.

Day 1: The Place of the Lord’s Prayer and “Our Father in heaven . . .”


Day 2: “Hallowed by Your Name . . .”


Day 3: “Your Kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is on heaven”


Day 4: “Give us this day our daily bread; And forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors”

Readings: Ayo, pp. 55-85, 145-167; Willimon/Hauerwas, pp. 70-86.

Day 5: “And do not bring us to the time of trial, but rescue us from the evil one.”

Readings: Ayo, pp. 87-98, 169-190; Willimon/Hauerwas, pp. 87-95.
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